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These powerful chants are simple to work and easy to memorize, so they will always be at your
disposal wherever you are. This book contains seventy seven chants that can be used in a variety
of ways individually or in spell and ritual work.Use them for basic protection, pain relief, and physical
or spiritual healing. Chant to bless your meals, your garden, or yourself. Raise your creative energy,
calm your stress, and ease your anxiety. Love and money chants are also included.An interactive
table of contents is included and viewable in the free preview. Now Available in a Four Volume
SetMagical Chants, Magical Mojo Bags, Magical Oil Recipes, and Magical Powder Recipes are now
available to readers in Gianne's Grimoire of Personal Power.Readers receive a discount purchasing
the four volume set over buying each book individually.
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I purchased this for the chants to help me relax, destress, unwind, sleep, etc... So far it's helping me
out. When I'm wired for sound and can't sleep, I just crack this open on my kindle and find the right
one. Thanks!!!

this is a great little book for the price! it is simply done and not overly complicated, great for the

beginner or the minimalist who isn't into a lot of overly elaborate fluff. the thing I love the most about
this book is that it is very straight forward and can easily be incorporated into other rituals for those
of us that like to use our own creativity.

I downloaded to my kindle. It has around 45-50 chants that are simple and easy to remember.
Would be a great starter book for someone new to the craft or someone looking for shorter chants.
For the price its worth it. )0(

I am going through a tough time right now and I feel really vulnerable. I bought this book for my
kindle so that I could take it everywhere with me. There are more than 50 short and simple chants
contained therein. I have used many of them and I believe my personal space and protection of my
well being has been improved and strengthened.

I don't split hairs over words, there's too many in the world and no two people who speak the same
language ever mean them exactly the same way anyway. I'm with some of the other reviewers,
more into western Buddhist meditation than Wicca. So for $1 you can't go wrong, and I found a
number of pleasant and calming expressions I've started using.

For 99 cents it was worth the price. The chants were a little awkward to say at times, kind of
simple/silly as well, could have been better written. I wouldn't pay more for it, but for the chants that I
liked, and used, it was worth the dollar!

Easy, brief, simple. Not a complex read or alot of heavy jargon. The chants in this book may seem
too simple to some but they echo thru the test of time and many other reads follow the same. Easy
to use for beginners thanks to a well laid out index.

This book actually works!!! I love it!!! Once I have said the make it rain chant and the next day it
worked!!!The weather forecast said it would be sunny! How is this possible?! BUY THIS BOOK!!!
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